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Abstract
Prefabricated Modular Volumetric Architecture (PMVA) needs to combine industrial-made modules with limited dimensions due to transport restrictions to attend to programs, increase space, and generate forms. Different compositions change the position and quantity of structural components and require other attributes for the connections used to fix the modules and define the building at the building site. In this study, a connective model is proposed enabling multiple compositional alternatives along with the corresponding connective guidelines. Four generic connective sets are used to simulate and define the connective guidelines, and they are then applied to three types of prisms: rectangular, trapezoidal, and triangular. The methodology, which is based on shape grammar, confirms that the use of compositional alternatives with this system depend on the geometric and constructive attributes of the connective set used to fix the modules together. The compositional variation is therefore closely linked to a compositional-connective relation and to connective sets submitted to different degrees of adjustment. The proposed model opens the way for the industry to change the connective sets used and broaden the combinatorial capacity of chassis and thereby increase the capability for mass customization.

Keywords: chassi, connective set, shape grammars, customization, industrialized production.

Resumen
La arquitectura volumétrica modular prefabricada (PMVA) necesita combinar módulos de fabricación industrial con dimensiones limitadas debido a las restricciones de transporte para atender programas, aumentar el espacio y generar formas. Diferentes composiciones cambian la posición y la cantidad de componentes estructurales y requieren otros atributos para el conjunto de conexión utilizado para fijar los módulos y definir la edificación en el sitio de construcción. En este estudio, se propone un modelo conectivo que permite múltiples alternativas compositivas junto con las pautas conectivas correspondientes. Se utilizan cuatro conjuntos conectivos genéricos para simular y definir las pautas de conexión, y luego se aplican a tres tipos de prismas: rectangular, trapezoidal y triangular. La metodología, que se basa en la gramática de formas, confirma que el uso de alternativas compositivas con este sistema depende de los atributos geométricos y constructivos del conjunto conectivo utilizado para fijar los módulos juntos. La variación de la composición, por lo tanto, está estrechamente vinculada a una relación conectivo-compositiva y a los conjuntos conectivos sometidos a diferentes grados de ajuste. El modelo propuesto abre el camino para que la industria cambie los conjuntos conectivos, contribuyendo a ampliar la capacidad combinatoria de chasis y, por lo tanto, permite aumentar la personalización masiva.

Palabras clave: chasis, conjunto conectivo, gramática de forma, personalización, producción industrializada.

Introduction and Problem Description

Prefabricated architecture has advantages over traditional constructions due to the benefits of industrialization—high precision and predictability, short construction periods (Modular Building Institute, 2011) as well as increased quality control (Smith, 2011). However, its industrialized production can promote repetition and standardization, leading to the execution of similar buildings and making the customization of a building difficult.

Among the types of prefabricated constructions available, prefabricated modular volumetric architecture (PMVA) offers the greatest benefits from industrialization as well as the greatest challenges for customization. This system operates simultaneously at two locations: the factory and the build site (Garrison & Tweedie, 2008). Three-dimensional autonomous units that form usable closed spaces called modules are produced at the factory, and the intended construction is then built at the build site by joining one or more modules (Modular Building Institute, 2011; Schoenborn, 2012). To complete the process, transportation and lifting accomplish the displacement and assembly of the modules...
at the site of deployment, and the "connective set", which comprises the pieces used to connect the modules, facilitates the module-to-module connections.

Varied compositional arrangements are needed to meet specific environmental characteristics (Rocha, 2011), the desires of the user and the aspirations of the architect designing the building to achieve a unique result (Gardiner, n.d.). The PMVA needs to combine modules with limited dimensions due to transport restrictions (Na, 2007; Schoenborn, 2012), to attend to programs, increase spaces and generate forms. In contrast, its industrialized production can promote repetition and standardization, leading to the execution of similar buildings and making the customization of a building difficult. “Conventionally understood as an assembly of boxes” (Garrison & Tweedie, 2008, p. 4), the challenge is, therefore, to think of a method that increases the range of choices while adding efficiency via a low cost of production (Kieran & Timberlake, 2003), and fitting in industrialized production.

Among the strategies to employ mass customization, the ability to design and produce different products in a fast and economically competitive way (Mullens, 2011; Piroozfar & Piller, 2013), the most commonly used in PMVA is the addition of elements to the module such as balconies, shading elements, and roofs, as well as the variation in coatings, colors, openings and closings. These solutions, though, focus on the epidermis of the building and do not guarantee compositional alternatives with blocks which can have relatively inflexible sizes and shapes.

With regards to rectangular prisms, this modules’ trend appears to be the original format. Rectangular prisms generate little compositional variability when they are united side-by-side or stacked without misalignment. Other variations are possible when the blocks are misaligned, thus creating protrusions and recesses as in the Verbus system (US 2007/0271857 A1, 2007), which allows for changes in the spatial relationship between modules. Changing the form of the module is another method of increasing the compositional variability. When using a trapezoidal prism and a triangular prism, buildings with curvatures can be generated as achieved by Polygome systems (WO 2010/142032 A1, 2010) and Homb systems (US 2011/0185646 A1, 2011), respectively.

To change the form of a module and/or the spatial relationship established between blocks is related to the module structure. This structure can draw on the industrial concept of “chassi”, a constant structural system that receives interchangeable components (Schoenborn, 2012). In the PMVA, the chassis becomes the module-structure formed by the components: pillars, beams and connections; and receives the other parts (chunks): sealing, floor, roof, among others; each one with its own components. In this sense, the chassis is another way of customization that is related to the module shape and the spatial relationship between blocks.

Different compositional arrangements alter the fixation requirements. The connections among blocks and the course of the structural loads are facilitated when the encounters among blocks occur vertex to vertex. When the blocks are joined at the vertex of one block to the middle of another, the vertical edges (pillars) are joined with horizontal edges (beams), thus generating unions between the vertex and the middle of the block. The quantity and the position of structural components at the junction point influence the characteristics that the connective set must have in order to meet the union of the modules.

To increase an arrangement’s diversity while ensuring industrial production requirements, the fixing attributes must be anticipated, including the geometry and location of holes, pins, connectors, and plates. Different compositions may imply adjustments and adaptations of a greater or lesser degree to the connective set linking its attributes with combinatorial possibilities. The exploration of spatial relations between modules, which is the conductive thread of the compositional variability, can be performed based on the structural components, including the pillar, beam and connections, as well as the fixation attributes required in different compositions.

The generation of compositional alternatives along with the fixation guidelines involved would allow compositional-connective integration to be “projected” in advance. Rather than the skeletal or planar components with which architects are familiar (R. M. Lawson, Ogden, Pedreschi, Grubb, & Popo-Ola, 2005), and because architects need to become better educated about modular construction in general (Schoenborn, 2012), it is possible to explore a way to design with blocks linked to the fixation requirements. Through studies on connections, the combinatorial capacity of chassis can be enlarged, thereby increasing the capability for mass customization.

The aim of this paper is to: 1) demonstrate that compositional alternatives with three-dimensional volumetric modules depend on the geometric attributes of the connective set used to fix the modules together; and 2) propose a model that generates multiple compositional alternatives with volumetric modules and link these solutions the necessary guidelines to fix them.
This study is limited to the geometric and constructive aspects of fixation between the structural components of the modules and does not cover stress, load, and structural calculations.

State of the Art

Prefabrication has been present in civil construction since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution, but it was not until architecture and industry were joined together that the prefabricated architectural culture was born (Bergdoll & Christensen, 2008). A renewed explosion of interest in prefabrication appeared (Bergdoll & Christensen, 2008) after production became focused on individual needs, with the aim of stimulating consumption (Fonyat, 2013).

Currently, the varying levels of prefabrication used in construction are a) processed materials; b) prefabricated components; c) panelized structures; and d) modular structures (Garrison & Tweedie, 2008; Schoenborn, 2012), as shown in Figure 1. The last of these are architectures that use the PMVA system, a construction process in which a building is built outside of the place where it will be implanted (Modular Building Institute, 2011; Velamati, 2012). The main steps involve: 1) project development and approval; 2) module and component assembly; 3) module transportation and; 4) module installation on the land (Modular Building Institute, 2011; Velamati, 2012). The materials most commonly used to produce modules are timber, steel, and concrete. In both of these cases, the blocks need to encompass the 1) services within the module (electrical cables, hydraulic ducts, wiring and others); 2) enclosure components (cladding, roofing, floor) and; 3) structures, all of which should be developed and installed at the factory (Lawson, Ogden, & Goodier, 2014).

The modules arrive at the final building site almost entirely constructed, to a degree of approximately 85% (Smith, 2010), and are then joined together to assemble the final building. The modules are attached to the foundations, which have been prepared in advance. The services inside the modules are connected to central services, and the building drainage is finalized (M. Lawson et al., 2014).

Due to the independent structures of the modules, their union can bring on wall duplication that “helps in soundproofing and structural strength, but also adds redundant materials and dimensions to the building” (Cameron & Carlo, 2007, p. 35). This wall duplication, the marriage walls, includes a small space separating them to accommodate possible errors (Cameron & Carlo, 2007). “Tolerances exist to accommodate the normal manufacturing and installation inaccuracies that occur in construction (...)” (Smith, 2011, p. 210). Finishes are made to guarantee building insulation after the end of assemblage (Garrison & Tweedie, 2008).

The blocks must be connected to each other to ensure the structural efficiency of the entire edification. The joint points connect module-to-module both horizontally and vertically through connective sets. The connective sets result from pieces (plates, pins, holes, etc.) aggregated in the module, even in the fabric, and the pieces (plates, pins, screws, etc.) aggregated in the building during on-site assemblage. Connections between modules are structurally important because they influence the entire structure (Lawson et al., 2014).

The volumetric units must be joined to generate spaces and answer diverse architectonics programs while also maintaining rational industrial production. However, more standardized systems present less flexibility (Anderson & Anderson, 2007), thereby hindering compositive variability. The term "industrial" is still associated with monotony, particularly in households, where individual desires must be accommodated (Staib, Dörrhöfer, & Rosenthal, 2008).

The gap between architectural idealization and industrialized contemporaneous building productions (Vibaek, 2011) can be resolved by employing mass customization, which is the ability to design and produce various products in a fast and economically competitive way (Mullens, 2011; Piroozfar & Piller, 2013).
The construction industry uses three strategies for the mass customization of a modular volumetric house: 1) a modular product architecture, independent modules that constitute a system; 2) the postponement of customization, extending the process of customization to the end of the production chain and allowing changes in the industrial process to occur as late as possible; and 3) flexible production processes, to improve the ability to accommodate variations in the production process using standardization, rationalization and common methods (Mullens, 2011).

In addition to postponement, the use of plastic alternatives can be explored on the building’s surface through the addition of elements to the module such as balconies, shading elements, and roofs, as well as the variation in coatings, colors, openings and closings. To enable flexible production processes, the companies develop a set of compositional solutions and produce a catalog so that customers can customize a set of predefined combinatorial alternatives from a set of premade solutions. The application of the modular product architecture in the modular volume architecture can be seen by decomposing the final product into a series of chunks, which in turn are formed by a series of components, similar to the one obtained by the automotive sector when improving its production chain (Kieran & Timberlake, 2003). The Japanese company Sekisui Heim applies these concepts using a structural steel chassis that runs along an assembly line on which it receives the other parts of the construction: the sealing, floor, and roof, among others (Linner & Bock, 2012).

Another step that could facilitate the attainment of mass customization in the PMVA would be the application of the technology known as CAD / CAM (CAD - computer-aided design and CAM - computer-assisted manufacturing). Since information for the construction could be generated directly from the project information (Kolarevic, 2003), this method could be applied directly in industry. Schoenborn (2012) points out that this type of technology has not yet helped the construction industry achieve this customization. CAM software, purchased along with equipment, is often unsuitable for handling custom designs. They do not have the capacity for customization that CAD software has. Small design changes lead to major modifications in the codes that command the machines, making manipulation difficult for operators. In PMVA, automation is used for repetitive processes (Schoenborn, 2012).

Most of the solutions for mass customization focus on the epidermis, the skin of the building, and do not guarantee compositional alternatives with blocks. When there is a combination between blocks, it is predefined by the industry or the whole system is adapted to fit a specific architectural design, impairing the industrial process. PMVA needs to come up with methodologies that allow a greater design freedom and extent of customization while ensuring compliance with the requirements of industrialized production.

To vary the building beyond the surface and achieve combinatorial variability, 1) the form of the module must be changed and 2) the spatial relationship established between modules must be modified. Modifying the rectangular prism which can limit the design options (Cameron & Carlo, 2007; Na, 2007) allows for an increase in the variability of the set while allowing for the generation of buildings with curvatures as achieved by Polyghome systems (WO 2010/142032 A1, 2010) and Homb system (US 2011/0185646 A1, 2011) when using a trapezoidal prism and a triangular prism, respectively. Other variations are possible when the blocks are misaligned, which generates protrusions and recesses as in the Verbus system (US 2007/0271857 A1, 2007), which allows the spatial relationship to be changed between rectangular blocks through a connection positioned on the side of a module that joins with connections positioned in the vertex of other modules.

Changing the spatial relationship between modules can transform the final shape of the building and increase combinatorial variations, although different compositional arrangements alter geometrical and constructional requirements as well as fixation requirements. Due to its characteristics, the connective set may or may not fit the modules in the proposed arrangement. The geometry of the module, the characteristics of its structural components and the connective sets are usually characteristic of each volumetric system proposed by modular constructors (Gassel & Roders, 2006) and the characteristics of each system influence the combinatorial diversity, as shown in Figure 2.

Studies that link compositional arrangements to fixation attributes are still not enough explored in the literature. Researchers are focused on 1) demonstrating the benefits and limitations of this type of architecture (Azhar, Lukkad, & Ahmad, 2012; Cameron & Carlo, 2007; Modular Building Institute, 2011; Schoenborn, 2012); 2) improving manufacturing processes by investigating the application of concepts from other industrial sectors in the construction industry, such as lean production (Alshayeb, 2011; Mullens, 2011; Mullens & Kelley, 2004; Nahmens & Ikuma, 2012); manufacturing automation (Diez, Padrón, Abderrahim, & Balaguer, 2003; Furuse & Katano, 2006), and design relationships for manufacturing (Diez, Padrón, Abderrahim, & Balaguer, 2007; Huang & Krawczyk, 2007; Moghadam, Alwisy, & Al-Hussein, 2012; Nasereddin, Mullens, & Cope, 2007) and; 3) describing the characteristics of modular systems, such as dimensional and structural aspects, types of coatings, solutions of connections, among others (Anderson & Anderson, 2007; Lawson et al., 2014; Lawson, 2007; Lawson, Ogden, Pedreschi, Grubb, & Popo-Ola, 2005).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SYSTEMS</th>
<th>UNION CONNECTION</th>
<th>STACKING CONNECTION</th>
<th>COMPOSITIONAL POSSIBILITIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Therefore, this study investigates connective set attributes associated with combinatorial possibilities using the method known as shape grammar. Shape grammar with tri-dimensional shapes was first tried in 1980 (T. Knight, 2000), when Stiny used the Froebel’s building gifts as a vocabulary for the generation of new forms (George Stiny, 1980). Piazzalunga and Fitzhorn (1998) simulated three-dimensional objects on the computer by implementing this grammar. Following this study (Wang, 1998; Wang & Duarte, 2002), they automated formal generation with Froebel blocks. Koning and Eizenberg (1981) also applied the shape grammar to analyze three-dimensional blocks in extracting the grammar of Prairie Houses. They were divided into two stages: rules of basic composition and ornamental rules (T. W. Knight, 1994).

Other examples of works that use more than one grammar simultaneously can be found in studies as Li (2001), Duarte (2007) and (Gonçalves, 2015). Sass (2005) employs the shape grammar to generate house designs from 3/4” plywood sheets and Mayer (2012) uses the shape grammar to demonstrate how to apply this method to social housing architectural designs.

Methodology

Based on the shape grammar method, the generative process with the PMVA links the principles of two grammars: compositive grammar and connective grammar. The former establishes the rules for combining the modules, which are used in shape grammar, and the latter describes the fixing guidelines necessary to join the blocks with the generated composition. This process is based on description grammar and is used to describe design features not covered by shape grammar (Duarte, 2007).

Through the use of a grammar of forms, it is possible to establish parallels between different grammars, relating constraints that describe relevant aspects of design according to pre-established criteria of interest (Duarte, 2007; G Stiny, 1981). It allows new design sets to be explored, and design alternatives can be achieved (Prats, 2007). They deepen the theoretical and/or practical knowledge of the problems addressed in each project (Santos, 2009).

In the proposed generative model that defines the method of combining compositional patterns, the two principles of grammar go side-by-side and act simultaneously, and they may be understood as parallel grammars (T. Knight, 2003). The aim is not to generate a grammar but to demonstrate a method of achieving it from the choice of connective attributes. This work demonstrates a method of generating several compositions simultaneously and shows the connectives guidelines to join the modules.

The methodology was divided into three parts: 1) principles of compositive grammar, which establishes compositional patterns based on the characteristics of the faces of the modules that are joined; 2) principles of connective grammar that describe the fixation guidelines needed to realize each compositional pattern with a focus on the connections.
between modules, and 3) a **generative compositional-(connective model)** that establishes the ways in which compositional patterns can be combined while guaranteeing its adherence to fixation guidelines in different degrees of adjustment. These phases are described next and are illustrated in image 3.

The fixation guidelines are defined by the simulation of four generic connective sets (a, b, c and d) based on solutions presented by existing volumetric modular systems and shown in Figure 4. The components of the connective sets that are welded to the modules were adapted to the different angulations of the shapes from each modular type. The pieces placed during the assemblies of the modules in the land remain in the initial format and follow the form of the original system as follows: a and d are rectangular prism; b is triangular, and c is a trapezoidal prism. The guidelines identify the following: a hole must be drilled in the components for bolt fixation; the pin/hole/plate position must be determined; the geometry and angle of fastening parts must be determined; access for fixation of the parts and the influence of the shape of the section of the beam and/or pillar to receive connections must be identified. The modules and connective sets established for this study are limited to the components of the connective sets and to the shape of the posts and beams of each of them.

![Figure 3. Illustrative diagram of the methodology steps. Source: Author.](image)

![Figure 4. Types of modules and connective sets used in the methodology. Source: Author.](image)
a) Connective Set A - Union made with flat metal plates (vertical) and screws placed externally on posts, which were previously bored on the front face. Stackings made with screws and flat metal plates (horizontal) between ends of the posts, with tips closed by sheet metal welded to the pillars. Holes in the external face of the pillar allow access to the fixing of the screws made by external access. The height of the pillar is greater than the upper face of the beam. The beams have a section "C" with external faces aligned to the tubular pillar with a square section.

b) Connective Set B - Union made with flat (vertical) metal plates welded to the module pillar that receives two beams, one on each side, fixed by screws placed on the inner side. Stackings made by sheet metal (horizontal) welded to the tip of the pillar and fastened with a bolt accessed from the inner side of the module, which attaches the structural components of the module together with the fixings between them. The height of the pillar is greater than the upper face of the beam. The beams have rectangular sections and the pillars are in folded sheets accompanying the opening of the vertex of the modules.

c) Connective Set C - Union made of sheet metal (vertical) internal to the pillars and fastened with screws. Stackings made via pins placed in the corners of the module, the bottom side, and holes defined in the lower corners of the overlapping modules. Stacking locking (The fixing of the pins/holes in the case of stacked modules was called locking in this work) made by the external side of the building, front faces, with holes and screws covering structural components of the two modules. Pillar with rectangular sections end in the beam, also with rectangular sections.

d) Connective Set D - Joint and stacking made simultaneously with connector elements welded to the module beam. The beam has a hole in the front face for locking with vertical plates and screwed pins, and a hole in the upper face is included to receive pins and bored horizontal plates. Plates of 01 units, 02 units and 04 units were considered, where the major side joins the larger side. In the triangular prism, the connector element has a hole in both sides. The connector element is in the corner of the module and in the middle of the beam according to the displacement between blocks. Pillar and upper face of the beam, both tubular of square sections, terminate at the same height, and the accesses for fixation are external.

The connective sets were inserted into the types of junctions found in order to provide geometric and constructional requirements for fastening guidelines. These junctions are derived from three models of form, each based on one type of prism: rectangular, triangular, and trapezoidal. The principles of the two grammars and the proposed generative model are described below.

Application of the Methodology

Principles of Composite and Connective Grammar

Two steps were used to establish the composition patterns with up to four modules. In the first step, combinations were generated with 02 modules using congruence transformations in the plane (Pottmann, Asperl, Hofer, Kilian, & Bentley, 2007); in the second step, combinations were generated with 04 modules through a matrix, which represents a mapping arranged within an abstract mathematical structure (March & Steadman, 1974) formed by rows and columns.

The combinatorial models were developed using the Grasshopper parametric software that is a plugin that works with the Rhinoceros program from Robert McNeel & Associates. The models were divided into two phases for each of the three prisms, that is, rectangular, trapezoidal, and triangular, resulting in 3 forms of generation models. The established rules considered that displacements of ¼ go to union compositions and ½ to stacking compositions. The shapes that change the structural function of the components have been eliminated as well as those that generate a vertical mismatch of all the faces involved in the stacking.

The compositive patterns were defined from the composite-generated analysis of the face characteristics of the joining modules. Each pattern represents a compositive rule, indicated by the letter "R" and a number, as demonstrated in Figure 2.

These faces allow us to describe the types of junctions present in each combinatorial arrangement from which the fixation guidelines can be described. The connective grammar links the fixation guidelines with the proposed compositions from the junction type.
For each compositive pattern, the junction type has been identified between modules. The junction may be of the following types: a) union – modules that are side-by-side or b) stacking - modules that are overlapping. The encounter may be of the following types: a) corner - defined by the vertex of the prism where there is a junction of two beams and a pillar and/or the b) middle of the beam - defined by the junction with a beam in a position other than the corner. In addition to these typologies, the face of the component that joins with another module is either front, lateral, inferior and/or superior, and the angle between the pieces and the number of modules at the joint describe the other characteristics of the joints using letters.

Each junction type has a generic image drawn at a 90° angle between the components following the description that indicates other specificities as shown in Figure 5. When the junction occurs only in one type of prism, it is drawn with the angulation that it possesses.

![Figure 5. Example of the compositive rules describing the types of junctions. Source: Author.](image)

After the encounter types were identified, the connective sets were inserted into these junctions to simulate the fixation. This process was performed through two-dimensional schematic drawings considering the connective attributes based on existing systems. Each of the 4 connective sets was simulated individually for all junctions identified for the 3 prism types as shown in Figure 6.

This simulation shows that the connective sets are able to meet the junctions, and the unfit ones need a) a hole in the components for screw fixation; b) a pin/hole/plate position; c) geometric alignment for the fastening of pieces and; d) to consider the influence of the shape of the section of the beam and/or pillar to receive connections.

![Figure 6. Simulation of the connective set in the junctions found in the 2nd partial phase of the trapezoidal-partial prism. Source: Author.](image)
From this information, we suggest attributes that indicate the fixation guidelines. Whether the junction points can be accessed, whether the other modules prevent this access, and the constructive items that should be provided to perform the connection are included in the guidelines. These elements receive symbols that should be attached at compositive rules.

**Generative Compositional-Connective Model**

After the compositional patterns and fixation guidelines were defined, a model was proposed that unites the compositive and connective principles of grammars to ensure that the fixation needs for each projected arrangement are anticipated. Two methods of combining the patterns were established: a) adding patterns and; b) adding and partially replacing patterns.

For the **adding patterns**, junctions do not have to be added or replaced, although the method of combining the patterns must be considered, including the rule that defines this union. One must choose the rule that will meet the combination of patterns and observe how the faces will join. We added 3 rules, with 2 of the rules pertaining to each pattern and the 3rd created by combining the previous two. Figure 4 demonstrates the addition of two patterns by two different rules.

For the **adding and partially replacing patterns**, 2 compositions are joined, with one module substituted for another equal module. In this case, we add only the 2 rules, 1 for each composition as shown in Figure 7. For a combination with stacked faces, junctions must be removed from the stacked face, which will join to another face after the combination because a change in the type of encounter between modules occurs.

To verify the proposed generative model, certain derivations of the rules were performed: 1) compositions were made in Rhinoceros; and 2) compositions were made with blocks of wood. In both cases, the rules were selected randomly from the standards defined in Grasshopper and applied to the 3 prism types, thus providing compositional alternatives linked to the fixation guidelines. In the compositions made with the wooden blocks, the experiments were performed with the aid of a rule list to avoid unmapped combinations; therefore, the connective guidelines were not provided. The model is limited to the pre-established rules to ensure the relationship with the fixing guidelines. The creation of new rules by the different junctions of faces implies the types of generated joints. Figure 8 shows the compositive results for a rectangular prism.
Aiming to generate a combinatorial model that generates compositional alternatives with three-dimensional modules and link the compositions generated with the necessary connective guidelines to fix the modules, we worked with two grammars: the compositive and the connective. In the compositive grammar, compositional patterns were established from which the descriptions and the types of junctions defined in the connective grammar were extracted. The simulation of 4 generic connective sets in the junction types allowed the connective guidelines to be defined for each proposed standard.

The simulations were analyzed to classify the degrees of adjustment, which are modifications that the connective sets will need to undergo to meet the types of junctions generated. This analysis was divided into situations in which the connective set satisfies the unchanged join, which are represented by the symbol OK; situations that need small adjustments and maintain the method of fixation proposed by the system partially attending the connections, which are represented by the letter P; situations that need to be adapted by modifying and/or extending the system, which are represented by the letter A; and situations that need to be remodeled by revising the system to meet certain junction types, which are represented by the letter R. These modifications are described below:

- **"OK"**:  
  - flat plates are suitable for angular variations of types of prisms when joining the modules through pillars and/or beams;  
  - pillar whose hole allows access to the bolt and/or holes appropriate to the shape and the positioning of the pin.

- **Partial - "P"**:  
  - flat plates for securing modules with front and/or top access need to be altered by adjusting the angle and shape generated between the modules;  
  - fix beam with beam instead of pillar with pillar, maintaining the proposal of fixation between components by internal access to the modules;  
  - locking the stacking by the side rather than the front;  
  - hole/pin in the middle beam instead of the corner;  
  - need to insert more holes in the structural components and/or in the connector element and/or adjust hole shape.

- **Adapted - "A"**:  
  - insert plate and/or connector element in a location not provided by the system, extending the connective set;  
  - "L" plate (angle bracket) for fixing the components differently from the one foreseen since access to the parts is impaired;  
  - connect beams to each other via an internal panel by internal access to the module, thus changing the system that provides external access for fixing;
- adapt the locking situation of the stacked modules, such as a fixing bracket fixing upper and lower modules, since the access provided by the system is prevented by the generated composition.

• Remodel - "R":
  - need to study the solution to overcome the span formed between beams of different modules when stacked.

The compositional patterns generated were analyzed by the degree of modification. The obtained results demonstrated that few patterns are fully satisfied by the connective sets, and compositions with vertices of aligned modules are primarily observed, as is shown in image 9. Most of the arrangements presented depend on adjustments in the connective sets so that they can satisfy the encounters generated between the three-dimensional modules. That is, the same fixation requirements occur in the chosen composition but not all connective sets are able to meet these requirements, thus confirming the first aim that compositional alternatives with three-dimensional volumetric modules depend on the geometric and constructive attributes of the connective set used to fix the units together.

Figure 9. Standards met without changing the agreement with the connective set used. Source: Author.

These compositional patterns serve as the basis for creating a generative model that links the fixation guidelines for each proposed composition and keeps the connection-composition relationship, achieving the second objective of this article. To combine modules while ensuring proper fixation, we should a) choose rules where connective sets fully meets the junctions formed; b) promote the modifications suggested by the fixation guidelines for the chosen connective sets and/or; c) adjust the connective sets by altering the system and increasing their combinatorial capacity.

When only compositional alternatives with the fully attended standards are produced, options for displacement and/or rotation are not available except for one standard (R 5) for the D connective set showed in Figure 9. Adaptations in the connective sets will allow more patterns to be fixed, thereby expanding the combinatorial possibilities between three-dimensional modules. The configuration extension beyond the epidermis of the building depends on the attributes of the connective sets and must promote fixations between modules.

Knowing the types of junctions present in each compositional pattern and the necessary connective attributes in each of them allows us to choose the patterns to be used in the generative model according to the fixing requirement. The degree of adjustment required by the connective set can be related to the shape characteristics that these modifications
will entail, which allows us to generate compositional alternatives while knowing in advance the form and connective aspects of each pattern used.

The relationship also defined a generative process in which a set of solutions can be evaluated instead of producing only a single solution. Such a process allows for the generation of multiple alternatives from the combination of selected compositional patterns, either by the shape aspect and/or by the connective requirements. This will benefit the compositive process by anticipating the connective needs for each designed arrangement.

Therefore, in addition to allowing a catalog of choices the industry has pathways to change existing connective sets in varying degrees of adaptation, which may broaden the combinatorial possibilities of modules. It is not intended to generate a grammar defining an architectural language but to indicate a methodological path for grammar to be explored with this type of architecture. Based on the productive chain of each business, performance indicators (Luna-Villareal, Pellicer, & García-Rodríguez, 2017) can be included to promote production quality.

Conclusions

Knowing that personalization is an important requirement in architectural design and that this is hampered by the demands of industrialization, this work has studied the composition of blocks under the connection approach, extending customization beyond the epidermis of the building. Among the proposed objectives, this study demonstrated that the compositions depend on the connective attributes to be effective. In addition, a method has been developed that allows the combination of the various proposed compositional patterns by indicating the necessary connective characteristics.

Based on the knowledge of the fixation attributes, the degree of adjustment required by each connective set to meet the generated joints could be determined. Certain changes are simpler to meet and can complement the existing connective system, such as an increase in the number of holes and plates, definition of the location of the pieces and adjustment of their format, among others. Other changes, in turn, require further studies since the connections need to be remodeled to meet the connection.

In this sense, this study contributes to PMVA customization by promoting changes and enhancements to one of the parts that compose the module, the connective set, while maintaining the production of the chassis to incorporate other parts such as sealings, roofs, balconies, shading elements among others. A more elaborate connective set that anticipates constructive and geometric aspects to fix modules in different spatial relations allows for a greater compositive amplitude. At the same time, it preserves the other strategies of mass customization applied in the production of this type of architecture.

The extension of the shape variety with this type of architecture will facilitate the achievement of unique forms adapted to the implantation environment and the singularities required by the architectural projects, including the architect’s design claims and the client’s wishes. Modules with several types of prisms generate composite variety, such as trapezoidal prisms that allow for buildings with curvature. The possibility of misaligning the vertices of the modules and generating corner encounters with beams allows us to generate protrusions and recesses in the proposed compositive arrangement and to rotate one block in relation to the other.

Currently, PMVA is commonly used for applications that allow for the repetition of similar units, such as schools, lodgings, and hotels. However, the compositional variations made possible by expanding the connective set attributes will allow PMVA to be applied to other architectural programs more easily. Moreover, it helps the architect become better educated about modular construction in general to be able to explore architectural design with autonomy. The method provided allows design that has a certain degree of flexibility without sacrificing industrialized production. These changes in PMVA contribute to undoing stereotypes in industrialized architecture, which is considered synonymous with repetition, monotony and creative limitation.
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